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Abstract
Purpose: To develop a tumor growth inhibition model for adult diffuse low-grade gliomas (LGG) able to
describe tumor size evolution in patients treated with chemotherapy or radiotherapy.
Experimental Design: Using longitudinal mean tumor diameter (MTD) data from 21 patients treated
with first-line procarbazine, 1-(2-chloroethyl)-3-cyclohexyl-l-nitrosourea, and vincristine (PCV) chemotherapy, we formulated a model consisting of a system of differential equations, incorporating tumorspecific and treatment-related parameters that reflect the response of proliferative and quiescent tumor tissue
to treatment. The model was then applied to the analysis of longitudinal tumor size data in 24 patients
treated with first-line temozolomide (TMZ) chemotherapy and in 25 patients treated with first-line
radiotherapy.
Results: The model successfully described the MTD dynamics of LGG before, during, and after PCV
chemotherapy. Using the same model structure, we were also able to successfully describe the MTD
dynamics in LGG patients treated with TMZ chemotherapy or radiotherapy. Tumor-specific parameters were
found to be consistent across the three treatment modalities. The model is robust to sensitivity analysis, and
preliminary results suggest that it can predict treatment response on the basis of pretreatment tumor size
data.
Conclusions: Using MTD data, we propose a tumor growth inhibition model able to describe LGG tumor
size evolution in patients treated with chemotherapy or radiotherapy. In the future, this model might be
used to predict treatment efficacy in LGG patients and could constitute a rational tool to conceive more
effective chemotherapy schedules. Clin Cancer Res; 18(18); 5071–80. 2012 AACR.

Introduction
The use of existing clinical data to model tumors’ dynamic response to antitumor treatments is a promising
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erating the development of antitumor drugs. Such strategies
have been applied, for example, to predict and monitor
chemotherapy-induced myelosuppresion (1). In addition,
tumor growth inhibition (TGI) models have successfully
been developed to assess tumor size dynamics following
cytotoxic treatment in non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC;
refs. 2, 3). In colorectal cancer, a TGI model was able to use
data on tumor dynamics from a phase II study to predict
overall survival in a subsequent phase III trial (4).
Herein we rely on clinical data to develop a TGI model for
adult diffuse low-grade gliomas (LGG). LGGs are progressive brain tumors characterized radiologically by slow and
continuous growth preceding anaplastic transformation (5,
6). Despite advancements in treatment methods in recent
years, most LGGs remain incurable. LGG treatment
approaches include surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy with procarbazine, 1-(2-chloroethyl)-3-cyclohexyl-lnitrosourea (CCNU), and vincristine (PCV) or temozolomide (TMZ; ref. 6).
Our model aims to capture the growth kinetics of LGG
after chemotherapy or radiotherapy, and ultimately to serve
as a rational tool that might provide insight into means of
optimizing LGG treatment.
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Translational Relevance
In this work, we propose a model of tumor growth
inhibition that successfully describes the time course
of tumor size [measured as mean tumor diameter
(MTD)] in patients with low-grade glioma (LGG). We
analyze MTD dynamics in patients treated with 3
different forms of first-line therapy—chemotherapy
(temozolomide or procarbazine, 1-(2-chloroethyl)-3cyclohexyl-l-nitrosourea, and vincristine) or radiotherapy—and show that model performance and parameter estimates are consistent across treatment modalities. This model might constitute a rational tool to
predict treatment efficacy and to optimize treatment
schedules in LGG patients.

In a previous study, we showed that after termination
of PCV chemotherapy, LGGs frequently continue to
decrease in volume despite chemotherapy no longer
being administered (7, 8). One potential cause for this
effect is delayed action of chemotherapy on quiescent
tumor cells. This hypothesis is consistent with the cellcycle nonspecific mechanism of action of the alkylating
agents (procarbazine and especially CCNU) used in the
PCV regimen (9). On the basis of this hypothesis, herein
we use longitudinal tumor size data from patients treated
with first-line PCV chemotherapy to formulate a TGI
model in which LGGs consist of proliferative and quiescent tumor tissues that respond differently to treatment.
We successfully use the model to analyze tumor size
dynamics not only in patients treated with PCV chemotherapy but also in patients treated with TMZ chemotherapy or radiotherapy, and we show that the nontreatmentrelated parameters of the model are consistent across the
3 therapeutic modalities.

Material and Methods
Patients and data collection
We analyzed longitudinal tumor size measurements from
LGG patients treated with first-line PCV chemotherapy (n ¼
21 patients), first-line TMZ chemotherapy (n ¼ 24), or firstline radiotherapy (n ¼ 25). These treatment methods represent the main LGG treatment modalities used in various
institutions (PCV is used in Lyon; ref. 8; radiotherapy was
used at the Salp^etriere Hospital in Paris until the 1990s and
was subsequently replaced by TMZ; ref. 7). We did not
consider surgery as a first-line treatment.
Patients left the study upon anaplastic transformation
(histologically proven or suspected when rapidly growing
foci of enhanced contrast appeared on imaging) or when
tumor progression led to a need for a different form of
treatment. Treatment was given either just after LGG diagnosis or after a follow-up period lasting up to several years.
The measurements analyzed in the 3 studies are shown
in Fig. 1. Tumor size measurements were expressed as mean
tumor diameters (MTD) in millimeter and were estimated
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manually from printed MRI images in which maximal
radiological abnormalities were visible (5):
1
MTD ¼ ð2VÞ2 , where V ¼ D1 D22 D3 is the approximated
tumor volume with D1, D2, and D3 referring to the 3 largest
measured perpendicular diameters.
As shown in Fig. 1, the typical MTD curve is characterized by 4 phases: a slow-growing phase before treatment onset, a decrease in MTD upon treatment initiation,
a prolongation (from months to several years) of this
decrease after treatment termination, and a late and final
regrowth phase.
PCV chemotherapy. We used tumor size data from a
previously published study of a series of 21 LGG patients
treated with first-line PCV, representing a total of 254
measurements (median, 12 points per patient; min., 4;
max., 22; ref. 8). These patients (13 females and 8 males)
had been treated at the Pierre Wertheimer Neurological
Hospital and the Leon Berard Cancer Center in Lyon
between 1994 and 2005 (8). The baseline MTD (MTD at
treatment) was 69 mm on average (median, 62 mm; min.,
41 mm; max., 87 mm). The PCV protocol consisted of up to
6 cycles of the following treatment, with intervals of 6 weeks
between cycles: CCNU (110 mg/m2) administered on day 1,
procarbazine (60 mg/m2) administered on days 8 to 21, and
vincristine (1.4 mg/m2, max. 2 mg) administered on days 8
and 29. Median age at PCV onset was 47 years. Median
duration of the observation period was 81 months. Medians
of 3 observations before treatment and 12 observations after
treatment were available for each patient. The histologic
subtypes were grade II oligodendroglioma (n ¼ 15), grade II
oligoastrocytoma (n ¼ 4), and grade II astrocytoma (n ¼ 2).
TMZ chemotherapy. Tumor size data from 24 patients
treated with first-line TMZ chemotherapy were used, representing a total of 294 measurements (median, 11 measurements per patient; min., 5; max., 23). These patients (14
females and 10 males) had been treated at the Salp^etriere
Hospital between 2000 and 2005 (7). The baseline MTD
was 51 mm on average (median, 48 mm; min., 26 mm;
max., 85 mm). Treatment consisted of up to 30 cycles of
TMZ administration; in each cycle, TMZ was administered
orally from days 1 through 5 at a dose of 150 to 200 mg/m2/
d; administration was repeated every 28 days. Median age at
TMZ onset was 45 years. Median duration of the observation period was 42 months. The median numbers of observations per patient were 3 and 8 before and after treatment
onset, respectively. We used data for a limited number of
patients (n ¼ 24), randomly selected from a group of 120
patients for whom data were available (7). This allowed us
to preserve homogeneity across the 3 treatment groups in
terms of the number of subjects. However, the remaining 96
patients were used for external validation of the model. The
histologic subtypes were grade II oligodendroglioma (n ¼
20), grade II oligoastrocytoma (n ¼ 3), and grade II astrocytoma (n ¼ 1).
Radiotherapy. We measured the time course of the MTD
of 25 patients treated with first-line radiotherapy; measurements were carried out specifically for this study. We
obtained a total of 249 measurements (median, 9
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Modeling technique
The tumor model we formulated belongs to the category
of mixed-effects models (10). In this modeling technique,
all individual data are analyzed simultaneously in order to
provide information about the progression of each individual tumor. The modeling process comprises two steps. In
the first step, a likelihood function is minimized to estimate
the mean values of the model parameters as well as their
interindividual variability throughout the population. The
resulting estimates are called "population parameters." In
the second step, we use information on the population
parameters to estimate the best model parameters for each
individual on the basis of his or her individual dataset.
These parameters are called "individual parameters." The
Monolix software (Lixoft), on the basis of the stochastic
approximation of the expectation–maximization algo-
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measurements per patient; min., 5; max., 21). These
patients (11 females and 14 males) had been treated at the
Salp^etriere Hospital between 1990 and 2001. Baseline MTD
was 49 mm on average (median, 48 mm; min., 24 mm;
max., 82 mm). Radiotherapy was administered daily at a
median total dose of 54 Gy (min., 30 Gy; max., 60 Gy), with
a median dose per fraction of 1.8 Gy. Median age at
radiotherapy onset was 39 years. Median duration of the
observation period was 65 months. Medians of 1 and 8
observations per patient were available before and after
treatment, respectively. The histologic subtypes were grade
II oligodendroglioma (n ¼ 7), grade II oligoastrocytoma
(n ¼ 6), and grade II astrocytoma (n ¼ 12).
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Figure 1. Mean tumor diameter
(MTD) observations in patients
treated with PCV chemotherapy
(top), TMZ chemotherapy (middle),
and radiotherapy (RT; bottom) as a
function of time in months. Each
column shows the trajectories of
multiple patients who had similar
MTDs at diagnosis. Time 0
corresponds to the time of treatment
onset. In 19 patients treated with
PCV (90%), 21 patients treated with
radiotherapy (84%), and 21 patients
treated with TMZ (87%), treatment
was started only after a follow-up
period lasting up to several years.
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rithm, was used to estimate the population and individual
parameters (11). We evaluated the model according to
goodness of fit, residual plots, and precision of parameter
estimates as relative SEs. We calculated the e-shrinkage and
h-shrinkage to analyze the degree of shrinkage of individual
predictions toward the observations (12). h-Shrinkage
refers to shrinkage of the individual model parameters, and
e-shrinkage refers to residual error model parameters. In
cases of low e-shrinkage (<15%), individual predictions
were considered to be reliable for model diagnostics. We
also examined the normalized prediction distribution
errors because this criterion is a powerful tool for detecting
bias in model formulation with respect to available data
(13). The prediction discrepancy of an observation is the
percentile of that observation in the posterior distribution
of the predicted MTD values, obtained by Monte Carlo
simulations of the population model. By construction, the
normalized prediction distribution errors follow a normal
distribution with mean 0 and variance equal to 1.
Modeling strategy
To develop the model, we used longitudinal tumor size
data from the 21 patients treated with PCV chemotherapy
(Fig. 1). To select the best model from among multiple
model structures, we used the objective function (OBJ ¼ 2
 LLH), where LLH is the log likelihood value, and the
Bayesian information criterion [BIC ¼ 2  LLH þ log(n)
k], where k is the total number of parameters and n is the
number of subjects. Additional information on the strategy
used for model selection and evaluation is presented in the
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the
model. P denotes the proliferative
tissue and Q the nonproliferative or
quiescent tissue. Proliferative
tissue is assumed to transition to
quiescence at a rate constant kPQ .
The treatment concentration,
calculated from the individual dose
through an exponential decay with
the rate constant KDE, affects both
proliferative and quiescent tissue.
The tissue composed of cells in
proliferation (P) is directly
eliminated because of lethal DNA
damages induced by the
treatment. Nonproliferative tissue
(Q) is also subject to DNA damages
due to the treatment. When reentering the cell cycle, the DNAdamaged quiescent cells (QP ) can
either repair their DNA damages
and return to a proliferative state (P)
or die because of unrepaired
damages.

Death
Dose

Supplementary data ("Model selection" section and Supplementary Fig. S1).
We chose to base the model development on the PCV
dataset for 2 reasons. First, it seemed to us essential for our
model to be able to describe the ongoing MTD decrease that
occurs after treatment termination, hypothesized to be the
result of the different responses to treatment of proliferative
and quiescent cells. Posttreatment decreases in MTD were
particularly obvious in patients treated with PCV chemotherapy (8). Second, the PCV dataset was the most complete, with the longest observation period and the most
observations per patient before and after treatment.
Model development
The final selected model is shown in Fig. 2 and relies on
the following structure. The tumor is composed of proliferative (P) and nonproliferative quiescent tissue (Q),
expressed in millimeters. The transition of proliferative
tissue into quiescence is governed by a rate constant
denoted kPQ. The treatment directly eliminates proliferative
cells by inducing lethal DNA damage while cells progress
through the cell cycle. The quiescent cells are also affected by
the treatment and become damaged quiescent cells (QP).
Damaged quiescent cells, when re-entering the cell cycle,
can repair their DNA and become proliferative once again
(transition from QP to P) or can die because of unrepaired
damages (14, 15). This hypothesis is consistent with the
mechanism of action of CCNU and procarbazine, which are
alkylating agents considered to be cell-cycle nonspecific
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drugs that induce DNA damages in both proliferative and
quiescent cells (9).
We modeled the pharmacokinetics of the PCV chemotherapy using a kinetic–pharmacodynamic approach, in
which drug concentration is assumed to decay according
to an exponential function (16). In this model, we did not
consider the 3 drugs separately. Rather, we assumed the
treatment to be represented as a whole by a unique variable
(C), which represents the concentration of a virtual drug
encompassing the 3 chemotherapeutic components of the
PCV regimen. We modeled the exact number of treatment
cycles administered by setting the value of C to 1 (arbitrary
unit) at the initiation of each cycle (TTreat): C (t ¼ Ttreat) ¼ 1.
The resulting model is as follows:
dC
¼ KDE  C
dt


dP
P
¼ lP  P 1
þ kQP P  QP  kPQ  P  g P  C  KDE  P
K
dt

dQ
¼ kPQ P  g Q  C  KDE  Q
dt
dQP
¼ g Q  C  KDE  Q  kQP P QP  dQP  QP
dt
P ¼ P þ Q þ QP
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The parameter KDE is the rate constant for the decay of
the PCV concentration in plasma, denoted C. lp is the rate
constant of growth used in the logistic expression for the
expansion of proliferative tissue (see below). The drug
concentration (C) is assumed to induce DNA damages in
both proliferative and quiescent tissue through linear functions (damages in proliferative and quiescent tissue are
denoted g P and g Q, respectively). We assumed g P ¼ g Q ¼
g for identifiability reasons. However, this hypothesis can be
justified by the fact that the basic action of the treatment
may not depend on the cell-cycle status (proliferative or
quiescent; ref. 9).
We tested different expressions (linear, exponential,
logistic, generalized logistic, and Gompertz) for the growth
of the proliferative tissue. A logistic term with a fixed
maximal tumor size (K) of 100 mm provided the best results
in terms of the objective function, and 100 mm is consistent
with the maximal MTD usually observed in LGG patients
(7). The parameter kQpP denotes the rate constant for
transfer from damaged quiescent tissue to proliferative
tissue, and dQp denotes the rate constant for elimination
of the damaged quiescent tissue.
The model parameters were estimated by fitting the
model solution P þ Q þ QP to the actual MTD values. The
resulting set of parameters to be estimated was
(lP ; kPQ ; kQP P ; dQP ; g; KDE) with 2 additional initial conditions, P0 ¼ Pðt ¼ 0Þ and Q0 ¼ Q ðt ¼ 0Þ, where time (t ¼ 0)
corresponds to the first available data. We assumed
QP0 ¼ QP ðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0in the absence of treatment.
The individual parameters corresponding to the 8
population parameters (6 parameters þ 2 initial conditions) were assumed to be log normally distributed
across individuals. For example, for the efficacy parameter g, we set g i ¼ g  expðhi Þ, where g is the mean
(population) value, g i is the individual parameter value,
and hi represents the deviation for the individual i from
the mean value. h are random variables with mean 0 and
variance W, estimated as part of the population parameters and expressed as coefficient of variation in percent. The variability on KDE was fixed. All remaining
parameters were estimated with their interindividual
variability. We assumed potential correlations between
the random effects. Patient characteristics such as sex,
tumor type (oligodendroglioma, oligoastrocytoma, or
astrocytoma), age at diagnosis, and age at treatment
onset were tested as potential covariates of model
parameters.
In this model, lP (the rate constant of growth for the
proliferative tissue) and kPQ (the rate constant for transition
from proliferation to quiescence) are considered to be
tumor-specific parameters, as in the absence of treatment,
the model system shrinks to a system in which only these 2
parameters regulate tumor growth. The remaining parameters (kQP P ; dQP ; g; KDE) can be considered as treatment-related parameters. Note, however, that all parameters regulate together the characteristics of tumor
response to treatment, especially tumor shrinkage and
duration of response.

www.aacrjournals.org

TMZ chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Using the model
structure developed for the analysis of the PCV data, we
analyzed separately the data from patients treated with TMZ
chemotherapy and the data from patients treated with
radiotherapy. TMZ (like CCNU and procarbazine) is an
alkylating agent and thus is considered to be cell-cycle
nonspecific. Radiotherapy is also known to be cell-cycle
nonspecific and to induce DNA damages in both proliferative and quiescent cells (9). Therefore, it seemed to us
justified to model these two treatments using the model
structure developed for PCV chemotherapy. For TMZ chemotherapy, however, because the treatment scheduling was
much more variable between patients, we did not take into
account the number of cycles administered to the patients.
We only considered a single treatment cycle and set the
virtual TMZ concentration to 1 at the time of treatment
initiation. MTD in patients treated with radiotherapy was
ultimately modeled in the same way. We did initially
attempt to model the effect of radiation differently by
relying on an on/off switching hypothesis. Specifically, we
initially assumed that during the treatment period, the
tissue was affected through the parameter g, and outside
the treatment period this effect was removed, that is, g was
set to 0. However, we later adopted the use of the kinetic–
pharmacodynamic approach, as it did not affect the objective function and enabled us to compare parameter values
across treatments.

Results
Model parameter estimates and model evaluation
The selected structural model (Fig. 2) successfully
described the tumor size dynamics before, during, and after
treatment in patients treated with first-line PCV chemotherapy and also in patients treated with first-line TMZ chemotherapy or first-line radiotherapy. Figure 3 shows predicted
MTD values plotted against observed MTD values for all
patients in each of the 3 groups and reveals a strong
correlation between predictions and observations, showing
that the model correctly reproduced, without any apparent
bias, the observed MTD values. Figure 4 depicts the
observed MTD values together with the model predictions,
using the individual parameters of 3 representative patients
from each treatment series. Again, a strong correlation was
evident between the observed and the predicted evolution
patterns of the MTD in these patients.
We carried out sensitivity analysis for the model in the 21
patients treated with PCV. This analysis consisted of repeating the estimations while leaving out 1 patient’s data in each
repetition. It appears that no single patient substantially
influenced the estimation (results shown in the Supplementary data: "Sensitivity of parameter estimates" and
Supplementary Fig. S2).
We also investigated the effect of the choice of the
variability level of parameter KDE, the rate constant for
the decay of the PCV concentration in plasma. We initially attempted to estimate the variability on KDE, but its
estimation was found to be associated with a high SE and
a worsening of the objective function. For these reasons,
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we assigned a fixed value to the variability. In the model,
we set this variability level at a high percentage, 70%, in
order to accommodate the simplistic approach used to
model treatment pharmacokinetics. However, further
analysis shows that parameter estimates are not significantly affected when this variability is set to 0 (Supplementary data: "Sensitivity of parameter estimates" and
Supplementary Fig. S3).
We also used the stepwise-backward strategy (17) to
investigate whether any patient characteristics functioned
as model covariates; none of the examined characteristics
was identified as a covariate.
As shown in Table 1, consistent with the model’s assumption that lP and kPQ are tumor specific, the independent
estimation of these 2 parameters resulted in consistent
values across the 3 data series. The basic doubling times of
the size of the proliferative tissue, expressed as the inverse of
the growth parameter (1/lP), were estimated to be 8.3, 8.8,
and 7.3 months for the PCV, TMZ, and radiotherapy data
series, respectively. The growth rate of the proliferative
tissue was estimated to be 4 to 5.5 times higher than its
quiescence rate.
For patients treated with radiotherapy, we initially
estimated that the rate of transition of damaged quiescent
tissue into a proliferative state (kQP P ) was very low
(<105). This seems to indicate that quiescent cells that
have sustained DNA damages from radiotherapy are
likely to die when re-entering the cell cycle. This estimation, however, was associated with a substantial relative
SE (>100%). For PCV and TMZ chemotherapy, we estimated that 20% to 25% of damaged quiescent cells could
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50

repair their lesions to reconstitute the pool of proliferative
cells.
External validation and potential for prediction
To investigate the validity of the model, we used the data
from the remaining 96 patients treated with TMZ who were
not included in the sample for parameter estimation. We
compared the MTD time course observed in this series with
the MTD time course simulated with the model using the
parameter estimates of the original sample of 24 patients
treated with TMZ. The results of this analysis, presented
in Fig. 5 (left), show good agreement between the 5%, 50%,
and 95% observed percentiles and the 5%, 50%, and 95%
simulated percentiles of the MTD time course.
We then explored the model’s ability to predict treatment
efficacy in LGG patients on the basis of pretreatment timecourse tumor size observations. To this end, we pooled
together the PCV and radiotherapy data to constitute a
database of 46 patients. Six LGGs treated with PCV chemotherapy were randomly selected out of the database. We
used the remaining 40 patients to estimate population
parameters by introducing the type of treatment (PCV
chemotherapy or radiotherapy) as a covariate on the efficacy
parameter g by following the stepwise-backward method
(17). Parameter estimates in the pooled dataset were similar
to those obtained in previous estimations (see Supplementary data: "Sensitivity of parameter estimates" and Supplementary Fig. S4). For the 6 patients whose data we isolated
from the group, we predicted the MTD time course by using
the population parameter estimates, except for the tumorspecific lP parameter, which we estimated for each patient
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Discussion
We have developed a TGI model that successfully reproduces tumor size dynamics of LGG patients treated with
chemotherapy (PCV or TMZ) or radiotherapy. The slow
growth of LGGs and the ongoing response that is frequently
observed after treatment termination led us to formulate a
model that was more complex than the existing TGI models
for NSCLC and colorectal cancer, which use linear (2) or
exponential functions (4) to model tumor growth. Those
simple models would be insufficient to reproduce our data,
and specifically, they would be unable to capture the prolonged response of the tumor following cessation of treatment. We provide a biological interpretation for this prolonged response, attributing it to delayed treatment action
on quiescent cells as compared with proliferative cells, and
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according to his or her individual pretreatment MTD data.
At least 2 pretreatment data points are required to estimate
this growth parameter. The initial conditions P0 and Q0
were assigned using the actual MTD observation at diagnosis (corresponding to P0 þ Q0) and assuming that the
proliferative tissue constitutes 10% of the whole tumor size
(18). As shown in Fig. 5 (right), there was good correlation
between the predicted and the observed MTD time courses
in these 6 patients (r2 ¼ 0.86, P < 0.001 for the 6 patients,
representing 52 predictions). This suggests that the model
might be used to predict treatment efficacy on the basis of
population parameter estimates combined with individual
estimations of the tumor growth rate parameter. The 6
individual prediction profiles are presented in the Supplementary data (Supplementary Fig. S5).
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Figure 4. MTD observed (circles),
individual predictions (solid line), and
population predictions on the basis
of mean parameter values (dashed
line) for 3 individuals in each study
(top, PCV; middle: TMZ; bottom, RT)
selected on the basis of their typical
residual error magnitude (the
individual's average absolute weight
residual is at the population median).
Included is the 90% conﬁdence
interval around the individual
predictions obtained by simulation
using the SEs of the empirical Bayes
estimates.
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represent it in our model by incorporating both proliferative (P) and quiescent cell populations. These populations
respond differently to the therapeutic modalities typically
used in the treatment of LGG, which all function by damaging the DNA of both cells in both populations (9).
The model is composed of 4 ordinary differential equations and incorporates 6 parameters and 2 initial conditions. Two parameters (lP and kPQ ) are considered to
be tumor-specific parameters, as in the absence of treatment
the complexity of the model shrinks to a system regulated by
these 2 parameters alone. The remaining 4 parameters are
considered to be treatment-related parameters.
Importantly, independent analyses of patients treated
with PCV chemotherapy, TMZ chemotherapy, or radiotherapy produced similar estimates of tumor-specific parameters (lP and kPQ ). Estimated parameters were also consistent with known biological characteristics of LGG. For
example, according to the model, LGGs mostly consist of
quiescent cells. Estimates indicated that the initial proliferative tissue represented 2% of the tumor in the TMZ series,
9% in the radiotherapy series, and 15% in the PCV chemotherapy series (see Table 1). In LGG, the proliferative tissue,
as measured by Ki-67 labeling, is typically less than 5%;
however, Ki-67 labeling indices of up to 10% have been
observed (18). Furthermore, the Ki-67 labeling index might
underrepresent the quantity of proliferative tissue (19), and
studies using MCM2 labeling have shown that approximately 9% of the LGG may be proliferative tissue (20).
Indeed, MCM2 stains not only cycling cells but also cells
that are licensed for DNA replication. Biologic validation of
the model will require an investigation of the correlation
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Table 1. Model parameter estimates for patients in the 3 studies
PCV

TMZ

Radiotherapy

Parameters

Unit

Mean value

CV (%)

Mean value

CV (%)

Mean value

CV (%)

P0
Q0
lP
kPQ
kQP P
dQP
g
KDE

mm
mm
mo1
mo1
mo1
mo1
—
mo1

7.13 (25)
41.2 (7)
0.121 (16)
0.0295 (21)
0.0031 (35)
0.00867 (21)
0.729 (37)
0.24 (33)

94 (23)
54 (10)
72 (9)
76 (12)
97 (31)
75 (12)
115 (9)
70 (ﬁxed)

0.924 (57)
42.3 (8)
0.114 (29)
0.0226 (54)
0.0045 (70)
0.0214 (34)
0.842 (43)
0.32 (34)

112 (22)
62 (12)
66 (19)
87 (21)
113 (9)
76 (34)
107 (13)
70 (ﬁxed)

3.89 (28)
40.3 (6)
0.138 (16)
0.0249 (41)
—
0.0125 (29)
1.71 (24)
0.317 (60)

67 (68)
49 (12)
62 (18)
89 (28)
—
97 (18)
83 (20)
70 (ﬁxed)

Parameters are deﬁned in the text. Interindividual variability (CV) is expressed as percentages. The errors on the estimates are shown in
parentheses and were computed as the ratio between the SE and the parameter estimate multiplied by 100. The 95% conﬁdence
intervals can then be calculated as follows: value  1.96  SE. The values for tumor-speciﬁc parameters (lP and kPQ ) were found to be
very similar across treatments. For the patients treated with PCV chemotherapy, the median h-shrinkage was 6% and the maximum
value was 29% for parameter kQP P . For TMZ chemotherapy, the median h-shrinkage was 14%. Parameters kPQ and dQP were associated
with the highest h-shrinkage (32% and 25%, respectively). For radiotherapy, the median h-shrinkage was 7%. Parameters KDE and kPQ
were associated with the highest h-shrinkage (36% and 23%, respectively).

between lP (the growth rate of the proliferative tissue) and
quantities of proliferative tissue observed through Ki-67
labeling. It will also be important to assess whether taking
into account molecular characteristics of LGG, namely, the
1p/19q codeletion status, the IDH1 mutation status, and
the MGMT methylation status (21), might improve the
model’s accuracy.
A particularly interesting aspect of our model lies in its
ability to simulate the time course of the quantity of
proliferative tissue in treated LGG. As the proliferation
index in LGG has been correlated with the ratio of choline/N-acetylaspartate (NAA), measured using MRI spectroscopy (22), assessment of the choline/NAA ratio time
course in treated LGG could be used to validate our model’s

predictions regarding the growth patterns of proliferative
tissue. The validated model could then be used as a simulation tool to conceive potentially more effective treatment
schedules. For example, model simulations with different
durations of chemotherapy or different time intervals
between chemotherapy cycles could assist in identifying
chemotherapy schedules with a more prolonged impact on
proliferative cells.
Another promising avenue would be to use the model to
predict treatment efficacy in LGG patients on the basis of
pretreatment time-course tumor size observations. Simulations of response to different treatments (chemotherapy or
radiotherapy, for example) or to different chemotherapy
regimens (PCV or TMZ, for example) could be conducted to
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Figure 5. Left, observed 5%, 50%, and 95% percentiles on 96 external patients treated with TMZ (dashed line) with the corresponding simulated percentiles
using parameters estimated for the initial set of 24 TMZ-treated patients. The simulated percentiles were calculated on the basis of 200 simulations
of the model with 200 virtual individuals. Note that the low number of individual measurements after month 22 precludes comparison beyond that time. Right,
predicted versus observed MTD data in 6 LGG patients treated with PCV chemotherapy. Different plotting characters are used to distinguish among
2
the 6 patients. MTD values were predicted using pretreatment MTD data only (r ¼ 0.86, P < 0.001 for the 6 patients, representing 52 measurements).
Pretreatment MTD data were used to estimate the tumor-speciﬁc lP parameter in each patient. The other parameters were estimated using the population
parameters of 40 LGG patients treated with PCV chemotherapy (n ¼ 15) or radiotherapy (n ¼ 25).
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select the most effective treatment for a given patient. As
shown in the present study, preliminary data suggest that
such an approach might be feasible, and future studies will
have to investigate this potential on a larger number of
patients.
Finally, we note that previous studies have made significant contributions toward modeling the time and space
evolution of gliomas. These models, on the basis of partial
differential equations (PDE), describe the spatiotemporal
evolution patterns of tumor cells in the brain as "traveling
waves" driven by 2 processes: uncontrolled proliferation
and tissue invasion (23). This proliferation-invasion
description has led to the suggestion that tumor diameter
grows linearly over time with a velocity given by a combination of the 2 model parameters (24). Swanson and
colleagues showed the relevance of such a model for the
prediction of the growth kinetics of untreated gliomas,
specifically estimating net rates of proliferation and invasion in vivo for individual patients (25, 26). These parameters were shown to be prognostic of overall survival and
predictive of radiotherapy efficacy in glioblastoma (27, 28).
Mandonnet and colleagues studied the reliability of this
model in determining LGG dynamics (5, 29) and showed it
to be in agreement with the linear evolution of the MTD
observed in these tumors before transformation toward a
higher grade of malignancy. As mixed-effect modeling
techniques cannot be yet applied to PDEs, we were constrained to modeling the dynamic evolution of the MTD
using ordinary differential equations, thus omitting any
spatial considerations. In the future, the integration of
nonlinear time and space models of tissue dynamics in a
population context will certainly be the most efficient
strategy to lead to an integrative, holistic model of LGG
response to treatments (30).
In conclusion, we have developed a model of tumor
growth inhibition that, to our knowledge, is the first to

successfully describe the time course of tumor size in LGG
patients treated with chemotherapy or radiotherapy. We
believe that this model constitutes an important step
toward developing rational strategies for predicting treatment efficacy and optimizing treatment schedules in LGG
patients.
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